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(a) Training dynamics: coarse graining 
over Neural Network parameters as per 
RG schemes.  

(b) Initialization: RG of statistical field 
theories associated with NN ensembles. 
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Parallels between ML & RG

[Halverson, AM, Stoner 2020], [Erbin, Lahoche, O. 
Samary 2021], [Erbin, Lahoche, O. Samary 2022], 

[Erbin, Finotello, Kprera, Lahoche, O. Samary 2023], 
[Grosvenor, Jefferson 2021], [Roberts, Yaida, Hanin 

2021], [Erdmenger, Grosvenor, Jefferson 2021], 

[Cotler, Rezchikov 2022], [Cotler, Rezchikov 2023], 
[Berman, Heckman, Klinger 2022], [Berman, Klinger 
2022], [Berman, Klinger, Stapleton 2023], [Berman, 

Klinger, Stapleton 2024]



Q. Can RG + field theory improve 
existing theoretical frameworks in ML? 

 Let’s find out.
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Parallels between ML & RG



Take a well known problem in ML:  

 Neural Network Gaussian Process 
(NNGP) regression.  

 What can RG tell us here, that we 
don’t already know?
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Talk Outline

I. Neural Network Gaussian Process (NNGP) regression. 

II. Wilsonian RG for NNGP regression. 

III. When irrelevant modes are Gaussian. 

IV. When irrelevant modes are non-Gaussian.



I. Neural Network Gaussian Process 
(NNGP) Regression



NNGP Regression: Part I

Consider Neural Network Gaussian Process limit. 

Train data➡  Mean  

➡  Covariance 

0

K(x, x′ )

Test data Target



NNGP Regression: Part II

Average predictor on test data

Ridge parameter

In real life, noisy versions of 
target are available. 

ϵ ∼ 𝒩(0,σ2)



NNGP Regression: Part III

Equivalence kernel limit

Obtained using replica partition 
function over  copies of the same 
system, then setting .

M
lim M → 0

: average #(train data points).η



NNGP Regression: Part IV

Equivalence kernel limit

Spectral decomposition: in 
NNGP kernel eignespace.



NNGP Regression: Part V

Introduce NNGP kernel eigenspace.

  Eigenfunctions /   feature modes:    . 

  Eigenvalues:  . 

  GP modes:     ;    ~ replica index.

ϕk

λk

fmk m



NNGP Regression: Part VI

Average predictors: equivalence kernel limit

  Different feature modes  do not interact in replica action. ϕk

Average per GP mode Variance per GP mode



NNGP Regression: Part VII

Irrelevant feature modes (for inference)

  Modes get decoupled from 
the inference problem, if

k ≤ κ

k ≥ κ
k = κ



NNGP Regression: Part VIII

Feature space/ kernel eigen-space  inverse of momentum space≈

k = κ − δk

k = κ
Q1. Can we use momentum shell RG to integrate 
out irrelevant feature modes? 

Q2. How does that impact noise  renormalization 
for average predictor?

σ2



II. Wilsonian RG for NNGP regression



Wilsonian 
RG

Feature modes k = 1,⋯, κ

Wilsonian RG for NNGP regression (I)

Feature modes 
k = 1,⋯, κ − δk



Integrate out irrelevant modes from replica action.

k = κ − δk

k = κStep 1. Integrate out  . 

Step 2. Integrate out  .

ϕk≥κ

fmk≥κ

Wilsonian RG for NNGP regression (II)



But, do we actually need Wilsonian RG to coarse 
grain over irrelevant modes?!

k = κ − δk

k = κ

Ans. Not necessarily in equivalence kernel limit, 
where higher modes  and lower modes 

 decouple in replica action. 
(k ≥ κ)

(k < κ)

Wilsonian RG for NNGP regression (III)



Q. Then when do we require Wilsonian RG?

Higher modes  and lower modes  
interact in replica action. 

(k ≥ κ) (k < κ)

Wilsonian RG for NNGP regression (IV)

Ans. Finite . η, σ2



Higher modes  and lower modes  interact in replica action. (k ≥ κ) (k < κ)

Wilsonian RG for NNGP regression (V)



Wilsonian RG for NNGP regression (VI)

Effects of higher modes show up in  Seff

Covariance of 
higher GP modes



Wilsonian RG for NNGP regression (VI)

Q. How does Wilsonian RG renormalize noise  ?ϵ ∼ 𝒩(0,σ2)

RG flow of ridge 
parameter .σ2



III. When irrelevant modes are 
Gaussian



Gaussian irrelevant features: Part I

Integrate higher GP modes   (always Gaussian). fmk>κ

Integrate Gaussian higher feature modes . ϕk>κ

Step 1. 

Step 2. 



Gaussian irrelevant features: Part II

Assumption over expectation value of GP covariance matrix. 



Gaussian irrelevant features: Part III

Wilsonian RG over higher feature + GP modes  



Gaussian irrelevant features: Part IV

RG flow of ridge parameter

Renormalization of ridge

Each shell



IV. When irrelevant modes are 
non-Gaussian



Non-Gaussian irrelevant features (I)

Integrate higher GP modes   (always Gaussian). fmk>κ

Integrate non-Gaussian higher feature modes . ϕk>κ

Step 1. 

Step 2. 

Hermite 
polynomials 

At leading order in  and δc 1/d



Non-Gaussian irrelevant features (II)

Spatial re-weighting of MSE loss  

Integrate over shell   κ ≡ q



Non-Gaussian irrelevant features (III)

Input dependent RG flow of ridge parameter

Integrate over shell   κ ≡ q

Each shell

Spatial RG of ridge

Covariance of GP modes 
over infinitesimal shell



Conclusion

 We introduce a Wilsonian RG framework for NNGP regression. 

 Integrate out modes irrelevant to the inference problem ~ high momentum 
modes. 

 Results in RG flow of the ridge parameter (noise covariance) appearing in 
average predictor. 

 Gaussian and non-Gaussian irrelevant feature modes lead to simple RG 
and spatial (input-dependent) RG flows of the ridge.



Thank You! 
Questions?

https://aninditamaiti.github.io/


